G1175 SURFACE APPLIED PUSH BAR
EXIT HARDWARE

G1175 PADDLE
EXIT HARDWARE

G1175 RECESSED PUSH BAR
EXIT HARDWARE

NOTES:
1. USED ON FULL OPEN TYPE UNITS ONLY.
2. SINGLE SLIDE UNIT SHOWN. HARDWARE CAN ALSO BE USED WITH BI-PART CONFIGURATION.
3. EXTERIOR CYLINDER INSTALLED ON DOOR.
4. 17" MINIMUM LENGTH MUNTIN BAR REQUIRED.

NOTES:
1. CLEARANCE REQUIRED AT DOOR FULL OPEN POSITION WITH PADDLE EXIT DEVICE INSTALLATION.
2. CHECK LOCAL CODES FOR PRODUCT CONFORMANCE.
3. SINGLE SLIDE POCKETED UNIT SHOWN. HARDWARE CAN ALSO BE USED WITH BI-PART AND FIXED OR FULL OPEN SIDELITE CONFIGURATIONS.
4. EXTERIOR CYLINDER INSTALLED ON DOOR.

NOTES:
1. SINGLE SLIDE UNIT SHOWN. HARDWARE CAN ALSO BE USED WITH BI-PART AND FIXED OR FULL OPEN SIDELITE CONFIGURATIONS.
2. NOT AVAILABLE WITH EXTERIOR CYLINDER.
3. 25" MINIMUM LENGTH MUNTIN BAR REQUIRED.
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